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SQUARES OF CONJUGACY CLASSES
IN THE INFINITE SYMMETRIC GROUPS

MANFRED DROSTE

ABSTRACT. Using combinatorial methods, we will examine squares of con-

jugacy classes in the symmetric groups Su of all permutations of an infinite

set of cardinality N^. For arbitrary permutations p G Si,, we will characterize

when each element s € Sv with finite support can be written as a product

of two conjugates of p, and if p has infinitely many fixed points, we deter-

mine when all elements of S„ are products of two conjugates of p. Classical

group-theoretical theorems are obtained from similar results.

1. Introduction. We will deal with the symmetric group S» of all permutations

of an infinite set of cardinality K„. The normal subgroups of Sv are known since

1933 from Schreier and Ulam [25] in the countable case (i.e. for v = 0) and from

Baer [3] in the general case. They form a well-ordered chain

{l}ÇAvçS°çslç...çsz'ç S»„+1 = S„,

where SI is the group of all elements of Sv moving less than KT symbols (0 < r <

v + 1) and Av is the infinite alternating group in S°. The result that the factor

groups HI = Sl+1 /SI (0 < t < v) are simple has recently been sharpened in two

directions.

First, Moran [21, 22] and Arad, Chillag and Moran [1] have shown that for any

non-unit conjugacy class C in HI (0 < r < v), in fact HJV — C2 if v > 0, and

HI = C3 if v = 0. Secondly, Droste and Göbel [13] (and Bertram [5] if v = 0)

showed that whenever p E S„ satisfies |p| = KT, then each element of S^+1 is a

product of four conjugates of p, i.e. S¿+1 — [p]4; here |p| denotes the cardinality

of the support of p and [p] is the conjugacy class of p in S„. Indeed, here we even

have Sl+1 = [p]3 if r < v or if r = v and p is not a fixed-point-free involution, see

[11].
It is the aim of this paper to study which conjugacy classes C in the groups

Sl+1 satisfy Sl+1 = C2. In the literature, several authors [6, 17, 20] have already

proposed this problem for r = v, and various conjugacy classes C in Sv have

been found satisfying S„ = C2, cf. [4-6, 10-14, 17, 19, 23]. Here, we first wish

to characterize when C2 contains S°, the group of all permutations with finite

support. Because of work done in [10], we can assume that nop E C has an infinite

orbit. Let us call (k,l,m) E N3 an additive triple, if k + I = m. For p E S¡, let

Soo(p) = {n € N; p has infinitely many orbits of length (cardinality) n}.   Using
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covering results of Boceara [7] and Dvir [16] for finite symmetric groups, we will

show

THEOREM 1. Let p E S„ have no infinite orbit. Then the following are equiva-

lent:

(1) S° Ç [P]2-
(2) (5oo(p))3 contains an additive triple.

In fact, here condition (2) is also equivalent to the statement that [p]2 contains

a transposition; this was observed by G. Moran. Hence, if [p]2 contains a transpo-

sition, then it contains every permutation of the underlying set with finite support.

Using Theorem 1 as well as results of Moran [21] and of [10, 11], we can now

characterize when S„ = [p]2, provided the permutation p E Sv has infinitely many

fixed points.

THEOREM 2. Let p E Sv have infinitely many fixed points. Then Sv — [p]2 if

and only if \p[ = N„ and at least one of the following two conditions holds:

(1) p has an infinite orbit.

(2) (Soo(p))3 contains an additive triple, and, if u = 0, p has also infinitely many

finite orbits of length > 3.

We will also give a simple characterization of when a permutation p E S„ (v > 0)

with at least one infinite orbit satisfies Sv = [p]2. see Theorem 5.2. These results

generalize various theorems of the literature, cf. Bertram [4, 5], Boceara [6], Droste

and Göbel [13, 14], Gray [17], Moran [19], and [10, 11]. As a consequence, we

will obtain for each 0 < r < v a complete characterization of all conjugacy classes

CinS¿+1 with Sl+1 =C2:

COROLLARY 3. Let 0 < r < u, and let p E Su. Then the following are equiva-

lent:

(1) S^ = [p]2.
(2) \p\ = Kr and [p]2 contains a transposition.

(3) |p| = NT and either p has an infinite orbit or (i>oo(p))3 contains an additive

triple.

We just note here that if r = 0 or if r is a limit-ordinal with 0 < r < u, clearly

there is no conjugacy class C in SI with SI — C2, and the same applies to the

group Av.

The proof of Theorem 1 is contained in §3. We prove Theorem 2 in the countable

case in §4 and derive from this the uncountable case and Corollary 3 in §5; this

section also contains further related group-theoretical results.

2. Notation and remarks. Let 1JA¿ denote a disjoint union; N = {1,2,... },

the set of all positive integers, and N^ = NÙ{K0}. For any group G we let [g] =

{x_1 -gx;x E G}, the conjugacy class of g E 67, and A-B = {ab;a E A,b E B} for

subsets A,B E G. Mappings operate from the right on elements; so the composition

of mappings is from left to right.

S\i denotes the symmetric group of all permutations of a set M, Am Q Sm

the alternating group if M is finite, and idjv/ (or id, if there is no ambiguity) the

identity permutation of M. Now let p E Sm- Then D(p) — M, the domain of p.

An orbit of p is a minimal p-invariant subset of M.  The length of an orbit is its
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cardinality, and an orbit is nontrivial if it has length > 2. The type of p E S m is

the function p from N,» into {c; 0 < c < |M|} defined by

p(n) = [{X; X orbit of p of length n}\        (rae Nqo)-

Hence p(l) is the cardinality of the set of all fixed points of p. The support of p

is the set {x E M;xp ^ x}; its cardinality will be denoted by |p|. Hence |p| =

2~2n>2 n ' P(n)- The following fact is well known (e.g. [26, 11.3.1]) and will be used

throughout this paper without mentioning it again:

Whenever p, q E Sm, then [p] = [q] if and only if p = q. In particular, p_1 is

conjugate to p, and hence id^ = p ■ p~l e [p]2 for any permutation p E Sm-

If M = (Jl€IMl is a partition, p¿ € Sm{ and p € Sm satisfy p|m, = Pi (i E I),

then we also write p = ©¿e/ Pi- Clearly, in this case p(n) = J2ieiP~ï(n)' and if also

qi e SM, (i e /) and q = 0îG/ q%, then p-q = 0í€/(p¿ ■ qi).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. We

will also derive a necessary condition for permutations p e Su to satisfy Av Ç [p]2.

One of the main tools for the proofs of this paper is the splitting-argument-technique

which may be best described by an example. Let s,p E So and suppose we wish

to show that s is a product of two conjugates of p. Assume that it is possible to

decompose s = si ©s2 and p — pi@p2 such that the domains of si,s2,pi,p2 are all

infinite. Now if, for i = 1,2, we can find permutations q¿,r¿ of the domain D(st) of

Si such that s¿ = qi ■ ri and qi —r¡ — p¡, then q — qi®q2 and r = ri ®r2 E So satisfy

q — f = p, hence are conjugate top, and s — si©s2 = (qi-ri)®(q2-r2) = q-r E [p]2,

establishing our goal. Now we give the formal statement of the technique which is

only a bit more general than the above example.

(3.0) THE SPLITTING-ARGUMENT-TECHNIQUE. Let M, Ml be sets and Si,qt,

ri € Sm¡ such that sz E [qt] ■ [r¿] in Sm¡ for each i E I. Let s,q,r E Sm satisfy

s(n) = Eie/si(n), q(n) = ¿ie/57(ra), f(n) = £î(E/r7(ra) for each n E N«,. Then

s e [q] ■ [r] in SM ■

A proof of this result is contained, for instance, in [11]. Now we turn to the

proof of Theorem 1. Let M be a fixed finite set with |M| = ra e N and ra > 3. Our

argument for Theorem 1 rests on results of Boceara [7] and Dvir [16] characterizing

when a cycle in Sm is a product of two elements of Sm belonging to prescribed

conjugacy classes. We follow mainly the version of Dvir [16].

If q € Sm, let c(q) denote the number of orbits of q. For each 3 < i < n let C¿

denote the conjugacy class of all cycles of length i in 5m, i-c of all s E Sm such

that s(i) = 1 and s(j) = 0 if j ^ l,i. Now let q,r E Sm and T — (q,r). We put

r(T) = 2ra + 1 - c(q) - c(r) and let i(T) = min{i; 3 < i < ra, C¿ Ç [q] ■ [r]} provided

such i exists. Then we have

Lemma 3.1  (Dvir [16, Theorem 6.1]).  Let q,r e SM, T = (q,r), and

3 < I < ra. Assume that i(T) exists. Then C¡ Ç [q] ■ [r] if and only ifi(T) < I < r(T)

and I = i(T) mod 2.

Note that if g € Sm is neither the identity nor a fixed-point-free involution and

if T = (q,q), then i(T) = 3, as follows from Boceara [7, Théorème 4.3] or from the
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identities

(1 2 3) = (1 2)(3) • (1 3)(2),

(1 2 3) = (1 3 2) -(3 2 1),

(1 2 3)(4) • • • (Ar) = (1 3 2 4 5• ■ ■ k) ■ (k■ • -4 3 2 1)

if 4< k < ra.

Therefore the following result is immediate by Lemma 3.1 (or by Boceara [7, 4.3,

4.12]).

LEMMA 3.2. Let 3 < n E N, |M| = ra, and s E Am such that s has precisely

one nontrivial orbit. Let p E Sm have only orbits of length > 3.  Then s E [p]2.

Next we show

LEMMA 3.3. Let (k,l,m) E N3 be an additive triple, n = j-m for some j'eN,

and |M| = ra. Let s E Sm\Am have precisely one nontrivial orbit. Then there are

q,r E Sm such that s = q • r and the following two conditions hold:

(i) q(m) = j, i.e. q has only orbits of length m.

(ii) f(m) = j — 1, f(k) = f(l) = 1 if k t^ I, and f(k) = 2 if k — l, i.e. r has j — 1
orbits of length m, one orbit of length k, and another one of length I.

PROOF. If s is a transposition, the result is clear by the identity

(1    k + l) = (m    rra-1     •••     2 1) • (1    2     ■•■     k)(k +1    k + 2     ■■■     m).

Hence let now the nontrivial orbit of s have length > 4. By Lemma 3.1 it suffices

to prove the result for the case that the nontrivial orbit of s has length precisely

4. This follows from the subsequent identities where we assume without loss of

generality that j is minimal with respect to ra = j ■ m > 4.

Triple (1,1,2): (12 3 4) = (1 2)(3 4) • (1 3)(2)(4).

Triple (1, 2, 3) : (1 2 3 4) = (1 2 5)(6 4 3) • (1 5 3)(4 6)(2).

Triple (2,2,4): (1 2 3 4) = (4 3 2 1) ■ (1 3)(2 4).

Triple (k, l,k + l) with fc, I € N, / > 3 :

(fc+1    1    k + 2 k + 3) = (k + l    k + l-1     ■■■    3    2    1)

•(1 2    3     ••■    fc)(fc + l    fc + 3    fc + 4    •••     k + l    k + 2).

We will also need the following result communicated to us by G. Moran.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let p E Su have no infinite orbit. Then [p]2 contains a

transposition if and only if (Soo(p))3 contains an additive triple.

PROOF. It rests on the well-known observation that if s E S^ is a transposition

and r E S» is any permutation, then the orbits of q = s • r and r differ only in

that either one orbit of r is the union of two distinct orbits of q, or vice versa.

Hence, if [p]2 contains a transposition, then (Soo(p))3 contains an additive triple.

The converse is immediate by the first identity given in the proof of Lemma 3.3,

and a splitting-argument.

Now we can give the

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. (1) -+ (2). Immediate by Proposition 3.4.

(2) —> (1). By an easy splitting-argument, it suffices to show that s E [p]2 for

each s E S® which has precisely one nontrivial orbit.  Since any permutation is a
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product of two involutions, we can also assume that p(m) = No for some m > 3.

Now the result follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.

Next we give a necessary condition for a permutation p E Sv such that [p]2

contains the infinite alternating group Av; recall that A„ is the group of all elements

of 5° which, if restricted to their support, are even. This result partially generalizes

Moran [19, Corollary 2.5].

THEOREM 3.5. Let p E Su satisfy Av ç [p]2. Then at least one of the following

three conditions holds:

(1) p has at least one infinite orbit.

(2) p has infinitely many fixed points and infinitely many orbits of length 2.

(3) p has infinitely many finite orbits of length > 3.

PROOF. Assume that Av E [p]2 but neither of conditions (l)-(3) holds. Thus

p has no infinite orbit, only finitely many orbits of length / 2, and infinitely many

orbits of length 2. Choose s E Av such that all the nontrivial orbits of s have

different lengths and s has more than 2 • ¿~2n¿2 n ' P(n) nontrivial orbits. We claim

s i [p]2.

Assume that s = q ■ r for some conjugates q, r of p. There is a nontrivial orbit T

of s such that each t ET belongs to some orbit of length 2 of q and to some orbit

of length 2 of r. Let Q(R) be the set of all orbits of length 2 of q(r), respectively.

We may assume TcZ. Suppose first that iq E T for some i E T. Let j = iq and

assume without loss of generality i < j. Hence s\t is a cyclic permutation of T of

the form

s|T = (...     i    i+l     ...     j-\    j     •••).

Since {i, j} E Q, we get jr = i + l and {i + l,j}ER. Thus (j — l)q = i+l, and so

{i + l,j — l} E Q. By induction, {i + k,j — k} E Q for each k E N with i + k < j — k,
and {i + 1 + k, j — k} E R for each k E N with i + l + k<j — k. It follows that
for some m ET with i < m < j, either mq — m or mr = m, a contradiction.

Now assume that iq E T* for some i ET and some orbit T* ^ T of s. We may

assume that T= {l,...,j}, T* = {l*,...,j*},

•|rur- = (l    2    •••    j)(V     •■•    ,-),    and    lq = 1*.

Then {1,1*} E Q, thus l*r = 2 and V = 2*. Hence {1*,2}, {1,2*} E R and so

j*i = 2, jq = 2*. Thus {2,j*}, {2*,j} E Q. Now j*r = 3, so {3, j*} E R and thus

(j - I)*" = 3, {3, (j -1)*}E Q. Hence {2,¿*}, {3, (j - 1)*}, ...,{j,2*}€ Q, which
implies j = j*, a contradiction.

By Bertram [4, Theorem 2.1] (cf. the subsequent Lemma 4.8), condition (1)

of Theorem 3.5 is also sufficient to imply that Av E [p]2. The same applies to

condition (2) by Moran [19, Corollary 2.4] (cf. Lemma 4.7). However, this is not

true for condition (3). For, if s G Ao has only one orbit of length 2 and one orbit

of length 4 (and no others) and if p E So has only orbits of length 3, then s ^ [p]2,

as can be easily checked; this example was communicated to us by G. Moran.

Finally, we note that if v — 0 and [p]2 contains a permutation s which has

only one (infinite) orbit, then again p satisfies condition (3.5)(3), as shown in [11,

Theorem 4.1].
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4. Proof of Theorem 2 (the countable case). In this section we wish to

prove Theorem 2 in the countable case, i.e. for u = 0. We will also derive from

it a few consequences on squares C2 of conjugacy classes C in Sq. Since Theorem

1 characterizes when C2 contains S°, here we first derive a sufficient condition

for permutations p E So such that [p]2 contains all elements s of S0 with infinite

support. In [10] we characterized the sets [p]2 if p E So has at least one infinite

orbit; so here we can assume that p has infinite support, but p(&o) = 0. Then,

of course, p has infinitely many nontrivial finite orbits. Let us first consider the

case that s E So has also no infinite orbit. Our main tool for this case will be the

following recent result of G. Moran.

Lemma 4.1 (Moran [21, Proposition 5.1, Theorem 3]). Let s,q,r e
So each have infinite support but no infinite orbit such that s and q have no fixed

points, r has precisely one fixed point, and all nontrivial orbits of q and r have

length at least 4.  Then s E [q] ■ [r].

It is clear by an easy splitting-argument that the assumptions on the fixed points

of q, r in Lemma 4.1 can be weakened to the effect that either q or r has at least

one fixed point. This will be used in the following without mentioning it again.

Next we show

LEMMA 4.2. Let s,p E Sq have infinite support but no infinite orbit such that

p has infinitely many fixed points and infinitely many orbits of length > 4.   Then

S€[p]2.

PROOF. Clearly s has infinitely many nontrivial finite orbits. We distinguish

between three cases.

Case 1. Assume that s has infinitely many orbits of length 2.

Split s = si ®s2 such that |£>(si)| = 4- (p(2)+p(3)), si has only orbits of length

2, and D(s2) is infinite. The following formulas,

(12)(3 4) = (12)(3)(4)-(1)(2)(3 4),

(1 2)(3 4) = (1 2 3)(4) • (1 4 3)(2),

show that there are permutations qi,rx of D(si) such that Si = qi ■ ri, qî(i) =

fl(z') = 0 for each i > 4, and qî(i) = rj(i) = p(i) for i = 2, 3. By Lemma 4.1, there

are permutations q2,r2 of D(s2) such that s2 — q2-r2, q^(i) = f^(i) — p(i) for each

i yé 2,3, and qi(i) = r^(i) = 0 for i = 2, 3. Hence q = qi ® q2, r = ri ® r2 E S0 are

conjugate to p and thus s = q ■ r E [p]2.

Case 2. Assume that s has infinitely many orbits of length 3.

Here we proceed completely analogously to Case 1. Only split s = Si ® s2 such

that |ö(si)| = 3 ■ (p(2) + p(3)), si has only orbits of length 3, and D(s2) is infinite.

Then use the formulas

(1 2 3) = (1 2)(3) ■ (1 3)(2),

(1 2 3) = (1 3 2) ■ (1 3 2),

to obtain the required number of orbits of lengths 2 or 3 of p. Again s E [p]2 follows

by Lemma 4.1.

Case 3. Assume that s has infinitely many orbits of length > 4.

We split s = s i ® s2 ® S3 such that si, s2, S3 each have infinite support and si

contains all orbits of s of length at most 3. Hence s2, S3 each have infinitely many
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orbits of length > 4, but no orbits of length < 3. Next split p = pi ® p2 ® pz such

that pi,p2,P3 each contain infinitely many orbits of length > 4 of p, and pi has

infinitely many fixed points, but no orbits of length 2 or 3.

By Lemma 4.1, there are permutations qi, rx of -D(si) such that Si = qi • ri and

qî = rf = pf. Again by Lemma 4.1, we can find permutations q2,r2 of D(s2) such

that q2 = S'i-r^1, q^(i) = p(i) andr2(z) = 0 for i = 2,3, and q^(i) — f^(i) = p5(i) for

each i > 4. Similarly, there are permutations q^, r^ of D(ss) such that r¿ = q$ • S3,

r¡(i) = p(i) and q¡(i) = 0 for i = 2,3, and qî(i) = r$(i) = pz(i) for each i > 4.

Now let Q = 91 © 92 © 93 and r — ri ® r2 © r3. Then q,r E S0, q = f = p, and

s = q ■ r E [p]2. The result follows.

Next we deal with permutations s E So having at least one infinite orbit. Here

our considerations rest on the following result proved in [11].

LEMMA 4.3 [11, PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2]. Letpi,p2 E S0 each have infinitely

many nontrivial finite, but no infinite orbits such that

Tñ(l) = ^(n-2)-p2-(n)    and   pä(l) = 1 + ^(n - 2) • pl(ra).

n>3 n>3

Let {Pf,i E N} ({Pl;i E N}) be an enumeration of the set of all nontrivial orbits

of pi (p2), respectively, and let s E So have precisely one (infinite) orbit.

Then there are permutations q E [pi], r E [p2] whose nontrivial orbits can be

enumerated as {Qt;i E N}, {Rz;i E N}, respectively, such that s = q ■ r and

\Ql\ = \Pi\, \RZ\ = |P'|, and QíY\Rí±0 for each i E N.

We use Lemma 4.3 to show

LEMMA 4.4. Let Pi,p2 E So each have no infinite orbit, but infinitely many

fixed points and infinitely many orbits of length > 4. Let s E So have at least one

infinite orbit.  Then s E [pi] ■ [p2].

PROOF. By a usual splitting-argument, it suffices to consider the case that s

has precisely one infinite orbit. Because of Lemma 4.3, we can also assume that

s has at least one finite orbit. We first consider the case that s has precisely one

finite orbit and then later show how to deal with the general case.

So let U denote the infinite and V the finite orbit of s. Yet k = \V\ E N; we

may assume that V = {1,2,..., k} and s\v = (1 2 • • • k). Put r = fc/2 if k

is even, and r = (k + l)/2 if k is odd. Next let {Pl;i E N} ({P*;î E N}) be an

enumeration of the set of all nontrivial orbits of pi (p2), respectively, such that the

set I = {iE N; |F¿| > 4, |Pl| > 4} is infinite. Choose a subset I* Ç I with [I*\=r

and here, in the present case, put K = /*. Enumerate /* = {1*,2*,... ,r*}.

Now by Lemma 4.3 there are permutations q, r of U each having infinitely many

fixed points such that s[u — qr and the nontrivial orbits of q (r) can be enumerated

as {Qi;i E N} ({R¿;i E N}), respectively, such that the following five conditions

hold:

(1) \Qi\ = \Pi\ and \Ri\ = \Pl\ for each i E N\K;

(2) \Qi\ — [Pi] - 2 for each i E I*, provided that k is even;

(3) \Qi\ = \Pi\ - 2 if i E I*\{r*}, and |Q¿| = \Pt\ - 1 if i = r* € /*, provided
that fc is odd;

(4) \Ri\ = |P*|-2 ifie J*\{1*}, and \Rt[ = |P¿| - 1 if i = 1* El*;

(5) Qt n Ri / 0 for each i E N.
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Note that we have indeed |<5,|,|Ä,| > 2 for all i E N and that |Q»|,|fi¿| > 4

for infinitely many i E N, in fact for all i E I\K. For each i E I* choose some

bi E Qi n Ri and let o, = 6¿9     e Qt, ct — bzT E Rt.

Now we define two permutations q*,r* of M = UÙV as follows. First put

xq = xq (xr = xr) whenever either x E U and x is a fixed point of q(r), or

x E Qt (x E Ri) for some i E N\/f, respectively. Now let Q* — \JieI.Qi and

R* — \ji€I.Ri. Then we have

q\q- = (■■■ai-bi- ■■■)(■■ -a2.b2. •• •)•■•(••• ar*br. ••■),

t\r' = (■■■bi-ci-)(---b2.c2. ■■■)■■■ (■■■br.cr. ■■•).

Now we distinguish between two cases.

Case 1. Assume that fc is even, i.e. fc — 2r.

We put

9*Iq-ÙV = (■■■«!*    1    2r    6i« •■■)("-oa«    2    2r-l    62. ■ • • )

•••(••■or-    r    r + 1    6r- •■•),

that is, we let xq' = xq if x E Qt\{a,} (i E I*) and a,.9' = j, jq" - 2r + 1 - j,

(2r + 1 - j)q" = bj- for each j e {1,,.,, r}.

Similarly, let

r*\R.ùv = (---bi*    1    ci- •••)(•■■ 6a*    2r    2    c2. • • • )

(•■■63.    2r-l    3    c3-...)...(...6r,    r + 2    r    cr. ■ • • )(r + 1).

This includes

q*\Q'ùv = (■■■ai-     1    2    61-)

and

r'Ifi-ùv- = (■••&!•     1    Ci----)(2)

if r = l.
It follows that 9*,r* are permutations of M = i/Ù V with x?* r" — xqr = xs for

each x E Q*, and xq r — xs for each x EV. Therefore we obtain s = q* ■ r*, and

q* =pi,r* = pa are straightforward. Hence s E [pi] ■ [p2].

Case 2. Assume that fc is odd, i.e. fc — 2r — 1.

Here we put

<?*Iq-ùv = (•••«!•    1    2r-l    ftt. -..)(---oa-    2    2r-2    &2--)

•••(•••O(r-l)«      r-1     r + 1     &(r-l)-)(••• Or*      ?"     &«•••")

and

r'tu-uv = (•■•*!•    1    Cl. •••)(• ■•62-    2r-l    2   c2. • • • )

(■■■63.     2r-2    3    c3- ••-)•••(•• -6r.    r+1    r    cr. ■■■)■

This includes 9* Iq-úv = (•■'ai* 1 °i- ■ • ■ ) and r*|fi.úv = (• • bi- 1 Ci---)

if r = 1.

Again we have xq'r' = xs for each x E M, and thus q*,r* are permutations of

M with s = q* ■ r* and q* = pT, r* = pj. Hence s e [pi] • [p2] as claimed.

Finally, let us assume that s has more than one finite orbit. We proceed quite

similarly as before. Let {Vj;j E J} be an enumeration of the finite orbits of s. For
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each j E J let k3 = [Vj\, and put r3 = k3/2 if k3 is even, and r3 = (k3 +1)/2 if kj is

odd. If the set 7" is defined as before, choose a system (I3)3ej of pairwise disjoint

subsets of I such that \I3\ = r3 for each j E J and such that I\K is still infinite,

where K = (J3ejlj- Now continue as above, dealing simultaneously with each set

Ij (j E J) as before with I*. Then the result follows.

As a first consequence of our results, we obtain a sufficient condition for permu-

tations p E So with no infinite orbit such that [p]2 contains all elements of So with

infinite support.

THEOREM 4.5. Let p E So have no infinite orbit, but infinitely many fixed

points and infinitely many orbits of length > 4.   Then So\Sq E [p]2.

PROOF. Immediate by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4.

Now we give an example to show that the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 (and, in

fact, of Lemma 4.2) cannot be arbitrarily weakened.

EXAMPLE 4.6. Let s,p E So such that s is an involution with precisely one

fixed point and p has only orbits of length 3.  Then s d¿ [p]2.

PROOF. Suppose that s = q ■ r for some conjugates q, r of p. Let us assume that

the underlying set is N U {0}, s has the following form:

s = (0)(12)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)---,

and lq — 0. Then 0q ^ 2, for otherwise we get 29 = 1 and 1 must be a fixed

point of r, a contradiction. Therefore assume 0q = 3 and hence 3? = 1. Then

0r = lqr = Is = 2 and, similarly, 3r = 0 and Y = 4. Thus 2r = 3, which implies

4q = 2. We may assume that bq = 4. Then 2q — 5, which shows 5r = 1 and hence

4r = 5. But this implies 6q — 4, a final contradiction.

We will also need the following two results from [10, 11] which characterize for

two conjugacy classes C in So when So = C2.

LEMMA 4.7 [11, THEOREM 2b]. Let p E S0 have no infinite orbit, but in-

finitely many fixed points and infinitely many orbits of length 2.

(a) If p has infinitely many orbits of length > 3, then So = [p]2 ■

(b) If p has only finitely many orbits of length > 3, then [p]2 — {s E So; s has

infinitely many orbits}.

LEMMA 4.8 [10, THEOREM 1]. LetpE So have at least one infinite orbit. If

p has either at least two infinite orbits or, for some ra E N, infinitely many finite

orbits of length ra, then So = [p]2■ In the other case, [p]2 — (So\So)ÙA0.

Now we can give the

Proof of Theorem 2 in the countable case (i.e. v - 0).   First
suppose So = [p]2- Clearly p has infinite support. If condition (1) is violated, by

Theorem 1 there exists an additive triple (k,l,m) in (Soo(p))3. If rra > 3, condition

(2) of Theorem 2 is immediate, and if rra = 2, it follows from Lemma 4.7(b).

Conversely, assume that condition (1) or (2) holds. In the first case, we get

So = [p]2 by Lemma 4.8. Secondly, let p have no infinite orbit, but let (k,l,m)

be an additive triple in (Soo(p))3- Then we obtain So = [p]2 by Lemma 4.7(a) if

m < 3, and by Theorem 1 and Theorem 4.5 if m > 4.
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It remains open whether condition (2) of Theorem 2 is also sufficient to imply

that So = [p]2 if p E So is assumed to have only a finite number of fixed points.

The assertions of Theorem 2 in the uncountable case will be proved in §5. As a

consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 we now show that if p E So has infinitely many

fixed points and [p]2 contains both a transposition and some s E Sq with only

finitely many orbits (and hence at least one infinite orbit), then So = [p]2.

COROLLARY 4.9. Let p E So have infinitely many fixed points such that [p]2

contains a transposition. Then either [p]2 = {s E So; s has infinitely many orbits}

orS0 = [p]2.

PROOF. If p has an infinite orbit, the result is clear by Lemma 4.8. If p has no

infinite orbit, (Soo(p))3 contains an additive triple by Theorem 1. Now the result

is immediate by Theorem 2 and Lemma 4.7.

Finally we wish to sharpen Theorem 4.5 and show, in view of the result of Lemma

4.8, that there are also many conjugacy classes [p] in So where p has no infinite

orbit, but [p]2 contains precisely all elements of So which either have infinite support

of have finite support and are even. The following result from the corresponding

theory for finite symmetric groups has found various generalizations, cf. [7, 16] and

the references mentioned there.

Lemma 4.10 (Gleason [18, Proposition 4, p. 172]). Let M be a finite
set with \M\ > 5, and let p E Sm have only one orbit (which is, hence, of length

\M\).  Then AM = [p]2 in SM-

Now we can show

COROLLARY 4.11. Let p E So have infinitely many fixed points and finite

orbits of arbitrarily large lengths. Then (So\Sq) U A0 Ç [p]2, and equality holds if

and only if p has no infinite orbit and, for each n E N, only finitely many orbits of

length 2ra.

PROOF. If p has an infinite orbit, we have So = [p]2 by Lemma 4.8. Hence

let us assume now that p(No) = 0. By Theorem 4.5 we have So\Sq Ç [p]2, and

Ao Q [p]2 follows by a splitting-argument from Lemma 4.10. The final statement

of the corollary is now immediate by Moran [20, Theorem 3] which characterizes

when a permutation p E So satisfies [p]2 n S° Q Ao-

5. From the countable to the uncountable. In this section we will prove

Theorem 2 in the uncountable case and Corollary 3. We will also obtain a simple

characterization of when a permutation p E S„ (u > 0) with at least one infinite

orbit satisfies S„ = [p]2, using the result contained in Lemma 4.8 for the countable

case.

Let us start with a few preliminary remarks. Recall that S¡, — {s E S„; |s| < Nr}

(0 < r < v + 1). First note that any two permutations q,r E SI are conjugate in

SI if and only if they are conjugate in Su. Next, if s,p E Su and s E [p]2, then

clearly |s| < 2 • |p|. This shows that if r — 0 or if r is a limit-ordinal, there is no

conjugacy class C in STV with STV — C2. Also, it is easy to see that if p E Sv has

infinite support, then [p]2 contains some permutation s ESV with |s| = |p| (in fact,

by [10, Lemma 4.9] and a splitting-argument [p]2 contains each permutation s E Sv

which has |p| orbits of length No, n0 nontrivial finite orbits, and infinitely many
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fixed points). Consequently, each permutation p 6 S„ with Sl+1 = [p]2 satisfies

|p| = KT (0 < r < v). Finally note that if p E Sv and v > 0, there exists ra E N^

such that p has uncountably many orbits of length ra.

Let us call an element p E Sv a nice permutation if it has, for each ra E Noo,

either no or infinitely many orbits of length ra. In particular, such a permutation

has either infinite support or is the identity. The following result, which will be

crucial for this section, is essentially contained in Moran [21] and can be shown in

the same way as Theorem 2 in [21] is derived from Lemmas 3 and 4 of [21].

LEMMA 5.1 (MORAN [21]). Let s,p be nice permutations of an infinite set

M with \s\ < \p\.  Then s E [p]2.

Now we apply Lemma 5.1 to obtain the following result which shows, in partic-

ular, that if p E Sv (u > 0) satisfies |p| = N„ and has at least one infinite orbit,

then S„ = [p]2. This generalizes Theorem 2 of Droste and Göbel [14].

THEOREM 5.2. Let v > 0 and let p E S„ have at least one infinite orbit. Then,

for any 0 < r < v, S¿+1 = [p]2 if and only if \p\ = NT.

PROOF. As noted above, it suffices to show that if |p| = Nr and s E Su satisfies

|s| < |p|, then s E [p]2. First choose ra E N«) such that p(ra) > Ko- Next decompose

s = si © s2 and p = pi © p2 such that |£)(si)| = |£)(pi)| = K0, Pi has at least one

infinite orbit and infinitely many orbits of length ra, and s2, p2 are nice permutations

with |s2| < |p2|. By Lemma 4.8, there are two permutations qi,ri of D(si) with

si = qi ■ ri and qî = FT. = py. Since |£>(s2)| = |£>(p2)| = N„, by Lemma 5.1 we

can find permutations q2,r2 of D(s2) with s2 = q2 ■ r2 and qi = ri = pi. Then

q = qi®q2 and r = ri ® r2 satisfy q,r E Sv, q = f = p, and s = q ■ r E [p]2.

Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2 and Corollary 3. In a very similar way

as for Theorem 5.2 we show

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let v > 0 and 0 < t < v, and let p E S„ have infinitely

many fixed points such that \p\ = KT and (Soo(p))3 contains an additive triple.  Then

si+1 = [P]2.

PROOF. Let s E Sl+1. Split s = si © s2 and p = Pi © p2 such that |£>(si)| =

|Z?(pi)| = No, Si has infinitely many orbits, pi has infinitely many fixed points,

(Soo(pi))3 contains an additive triple, and s2,p2 are nice permutations with |s2| <

|p2|. By Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 1, there are two permutations qi,ri of D(si)

such that Si = qi ■ rx and qî = r7 = pT- By Lemma 5.1, there exist permutations

q2,r2 of D(s2) with s2 = q2 -r2 and qi = f^ = pj. Hence q = <7i©ç2 and r = ri©r2

satisfy q,r E S„, q = f = p, and s = q ■ r E [p]2.

Now we give the

Proof of Theorem 2 in the uncountable case (i.e. v > 0). If
S» — [p]2, clearly |p| = N„, and Theorem 1 implies that condition (1) or (2) holds.

The converse is immediate by Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.3.

With this, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. To the best of our knowledge,

Theorem 2, Lemma 4.8, and Theorem 5.2 contain all conjugacy classes C in Su

(u > 0) presently known satisfying S„ = C2. Next we obtain the

Proof of Corollary 3. (l) -> (2). Obvious.

(2) -► (3). Immediate by Theorem 1.
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(3) —> (1). Apply Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.3.

In [10] we showed that any infinite group G can be embedded into a simple group

H of the same cardinality satisfying H = C2 for each nonunit conjugacy class C in

H. Here we wish to sharpen this result. For background information and a variety

of recent theorems in this area we refer the reader to [1, 2, 16, 21, 22]. We will

use the following result related to Lemma 5.1.

LEMMA 5.4 (MORAN [21, LEMMA 3]). Let s,q,r E S„ be permutations each

having N„ nontrivial orbits of the same length, and no others.  Then s E [q] ■ [r].

Now we show

THEOREM 5.5. Every infinite group G can be embedded into a simple group H

of the same cardinality which satisfies H\{1} E Ci ■ C2 for all nonunit conjugacy

classes Ci,C2 in H.

PROOF. Let |G7| = N„. We show that there is a group Hi of cardinality Kj,

containing G such that for all a,b,c E G\{1}, we have a = b' -c' for some conjugates

b'.c' of b,c in Hi, respectively. Let <p: G «-► G x {1} C G © G «-» S„ be the

composition of the canonical embedding and Cayley's right-regular representation.

We identify G with its image under <p in S„. Then, if g EG has order ra (ra G N«,), g

has in S„ precisely N^ orbits of length ra, and no others. Hence by Lemma 5.4 there

exists a subgroup Hi of S„ with the required properties. Now a straightforward

induction implies the result.

For other group-theoretical consequences of similar covering theorems as consid-

ered, we refer the reader to [1, 8-9, 12-15, 21-22, 27].
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